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 Producers: Mark Couflan, Gary Duggan, Nick Hornby. Writers: Nick Hornby, Ben Palmer. Cast: Dawn French, Eddie Murphy,
Helen Baxendale, Mark Heap, John Passmore, Simon Williams. Dawn French will soon play a dad in a new BBC sitcom, but

she's hardly without experience. Having flirted with the world of sitcoms before she gave birth to daughter Bec, Dawn can often
be seen on our TV screens. It's a woman's world! For those who want to find out more about Dawn, you can read the following:
What should I know about Dawn French? Dawn has had an illustrious stage career which has included numerous Tony Awards
and Olivier Award nominations, along with a run on Saturday Night Live, starring alongside Steve Martin, and an E4 sitcom,

Loose Women. In 2004 she landed her first film role playing a national treasure in Little Voice, and she later starred alongside
Eddie Murphy in Red Nose Day 2007's Run for Your Wife. She has also made appearances in the movie Brick Lane, and more
recently had a starring role in the TV series Coupling. Dawn and husband Ben also run a series of comedy writing schools across

the country, with the annual Speechless college just one of their popular events. Dawn now plays a dad on Bec Sanderson's
sitcom – can you spot the similarities with your own experiences? Bec Sanderson and I both had careers as actors before we had
children. Bec is a stage star, having won two Olivier Awards and played a number of films and TV roles. I did about ten series

of Saturday Night Live, and also played the lead in the film Little Voice, about a woman who joins the Royal Opera House
chorus. It's a very good film, and was selected by the British Film Institute for its National Film and Television Celebration. We

worked a lot together in the 1990s. I have known Bec for a long time, and I have watched her grow and develop. She was in a
television drama called Birthdays, and is now doing a sitcom with her partner, a producer called Chris Leonard. She is in the last
stages of getting it on air, and I am doing it with her. The story is about four girls in the back of their parents' car at the end of

their holidays, headed for home. They get a lift from Bec's character. In other words, I'm playing a dad. 82157476af
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